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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Stone Wall And Floor Tiles Waterjet Sunflower Mosaic Tile Pattern

Short Description: We supply stable quality waterjet

marble mosaic products, and there are three kinds of

colors for this sunflower mosaic tile: single colors,

double colors, and triple colors. We also provide

customization services for your demand.

Model No.: WPM124 / WPM291 / WPM295

Pattern: Waterjet Flower

Color: Double Colors

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Because the mosaic has a small unit area and a wide variety of colors, the waterjet mosaic

marble well retains the unique quaint color of the natural stone. The design of this sunflower

marble mosaic adopts nine petals surrounding small round dots. We have many kinds of

color systems of sunflower mosaic tile patterns: single colors, double colors, and triple colors.

This product is a double-color sunflower marble mosaic tile, there are three patterns: brown
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and white, gray and white, light gray and dark gray. We produce the chips from the marbles

of Crystal White, Carrara Grey, Saint Laurent, wooden white, and wooden grey. Other

marbles are available such as Light Emperador and Rosa Norvegia.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Stone Wall And Floor Tiles Waterjet Sunflower Mosaic Tile Pattern

Model No.: WPM124 / WPM291 / WPM295

Pattern: Waterjet Flower

Color: Double Colors

Finish: Polished

Product Series

Model No.: WPM124

Color: Grey & White

Marble Name: Carrara Grey Marble, Crystal White Marble

Model No.: WPM291

Color: Grey & White

Marble Name: Saint Laurant Marble, Crystal White Marble

Model No.: WPM295

Color: Grey

Marble Name: White Wooden Marble, Grey Wooden Marble

Product Application

Nice flower marble mosaic tile is unique and keeps the nature of the stone. Even if there is only one

small wall, it can make the whole space present a unique retro beauty, and enhance the sense of luxury

and fashion of the whole space. This Stone Wall And Floor Tiles Waterjet Sunflower Mosaic Tile Pattern



product is suitable for both interior and exterior wall and floor decoration. Exterior decoration for the

personal garden and terrace, interior decoration for the home rooms, living areas, offices, and hotels.

Specific applications such as hotel bathroom mosaic, mosaic marble tile for bathrooms, mosaic

bathroom wall tiles, marble mosaic tile bathroom floor, mosaic kitchen wall, and mosaic kitchen

backsplash will get fully utilized for our product.

FAQ

Q: Where do marble mosaic tiles need sealing

A: Bathroom and shower, kitchen, living room, and other areas where applied marble mosaic tiles all

need sealing, in order to prevent staining, and water, and even protect the tiles.

Q: What seal can I use on the marble mosaic surface?

A: Marble seal is ok, it can protect the inside structure, you can buy it from the hardware store.

Q: How to seal the marble mosaic tiles?

A: 1. Test the marble sealer on a small area.

2. Apply the marble sealer on the mosaic tile.

3. Seal the grout joints as well.

4. Seal for the second time on the surface to enhance the work.

Q: How to cut natural marble mosaic tiles?

A: 1. Use a pencil and straightedge to make a line you need to cut.

2. Cut the line with a manual hacksaw, it needs a diamond saw blade which is used for marble

cutting.


